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Our Review:
Bigstock (formerly known as Bigstockphoto), is, er well, one of the bigger ones! sales not as high as
Fotolia or dreamstime but still a professional acting outfit, with reasonable and reliable returns on
your uploads. As of September 2009 Bigstock are owned by the 'subscription microstock [5]' market
leader shutterstock [6]
The site provides good quality stats of image views and purchases as well as details of referral
earnings. Overall the site is professional looking (these days) and more important is fast and
reasonably easy to navigate.
My sales were a little slow back in 2005/6 but have started to pick-up quite reasonably, nothing
exciting mind! and in typical microstock randomness one of my most popular images (rejected by
iStock, but selling well on fotolia) has only made 2 sales on Bigstockphoto in three years (same
keywords and title of course - sometimes I think microstock is a bizarre way to earn a living!) you
just never can tell.
Bigstock plods on reliably without causing any fuss or upsetting its contributors, which is quietly
reassuring; but it also means that new sites coming on the scene have started snapping at their
heels. When BSP [7] was independently owned it did not have a network of resellers to syndicate to
like some of the bigger players, since the Shutterstock take over and the promise of increased
marketing budget I'm expecting this position to change with increased sales levels
As of 2015 bigstock have slipped to 7th in my earnings ranking (still respectable) they offer reliable
income but moving slowly down to make way for improvements that their competitors have made. I
still recommend you spend time uploading here.
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Site DetailsMedia Types (in addition to RF Images): This site accepts editorial images
This site offers a dedicated free section
This site accepts vector illustrations
(sort by agency [8])
Real US$ Cost of 1 Standard Image: 7 (compare prices [9])
Referral Scheme: 35% of referred buyers but only the first purchase, not over the first year like
some of the better sites, and just $5 for a referred photographer who uploads 75 photos or more not one of the best value affiliate systems... (compare rates [10])
Cost of a standard image (1600x1200) 2MP approx: 2 Credits
Royalty Rate: 20%, each credit is $2.50, small image are one credit, hence 50c for a small image
sale. (compare [11])
Cost of 1 Credit (basic): $ 3.5
FTP Upload:
Address: ftp://bigstockphoto.com [12]
Username: [Yourusername]
API: Yes: Reseller JSON (details: on application http://www.bigstockphoto.com/partners) (list all [13])
Site StatisticsApprox. size of photo collection (0 = no current estimate): 41000000
Images (compare [14])
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Alexa Traffic Rank: 8828 (a measure of the site popularity, lower number is better)
Alexa 3 Month Change: 71% (measurement of the increase of site popularity compared with three
months ago, negative is a decrease)
Launched: 2004
CommunityFacebook: fan page link [15] (list all [16])
Twitter: @bigstock [17] (list all [16])

Overall Rating:

6

/10

(compare sites [18])

0 Comments
It's quiet in here!
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